HEELED OF AIDS BY PHILIP SAVAGE: Astounding Test Results for AIDS patient, Buz Crump

CONTACT: Dr. Jane Dillon, +1 (760) 415-4550

Ewell (Buz) Crump is 50 years old and diagnosed by medical doctors as HIV Positive for over ten years. For two and a half years his viral load count has fluctuated between 7000 and 97,000 copies according to University of Alabama medical clinic records. Last year in April 2003, using a particular combination of drugs, Mr. Crump’s doctors stabilized his viral load count at around 37,000, which he has maintained for one year.

Then in June 2004, Buz Crump applied for and received the MCC processing of Philip Savage and his SDI team. In July 2004, Buz Crump was tested again – by two independent labs. His test results are astounding:

1. Lab Corp of America reported a drop in Viral Load from 37,000 down to less than 400 copies.
2. University of Alabama (UAB) Clinic reported a drop in Viral Load to less than 50 copies.

Such dramatic reduction of viral load (WITHOUT a significant change in drug regimen) is absolutely unprecedented according to leading medical experts – oncologists, virologists and pharmacologists.

Dr. Lawrence T. Williams, Buz Crump’s personal physician, states: “According to University of Alabama medical records there has been little or no significant variation in Mr. Crump’s medication regimen for the past two and a half years…. There is in my understanding no medical explanation (other than drug therapy) to explain why Buz Crump’s viral load had such a dramatic decline from an average of 37,000 copies to a test result of <50 copies in August 2004…. Furthermore, according to U.A.B. doctors’ evaluation and my own medical evaluation, there have been no negative symptoms appearing in Mr. Crump's overall physical condition [since April 2004]…. In fact, Mr. Crump appears to be doing and feeling exceptionally well.”

Pharmacologist, Dr. Joseph Lofeld, Specialist in AIDS medication, exclaims about Buz Crump’s dramatic elimination of HIV viral load, “without the intervention of incredible doses of chemical treatment… that’s unheard of! If it is due to some other process – that’s unbelievably impressive. On the one hand, you have a man whose immune system is killing him, letting him die; on the other hand, the man's viral load is now insignificant, virtually non-existent. As far as I know, there are no drugs on the market that can eliminate HIV viral load in this way.”

Dr. Anne Reynolds, Sociologist, Auburn University at Montgomery (AUM) and keynote speaker at November 2004 AIDS Symposium in Mobile, Alabama, attended by thousands of medical professionals as well as "consumers", states, "My sociological research and activity has put me in the forefront of the AIDS health crisis. I work with hundreds of AIDS patients who are taking all kinds of combinations of drug therapies and no one has ever reported an elimination of HIV viral load as Buz has experienced. If drugs could do this, AIDS patients worldwide would be taking those drugs and be free of AIDS like Buz Crump.”

Buz Crump is ecstatic: "I am healthy and have no AIDS/HIV Viral Load! What more can I ask? I would only hope that others like me suffering year after year from deadly diseases will also find Philip Savage. Philip gives hope for all of us in whatever dreadful crisis we are facing on this planet."

Dr. Philip Savage, scientist, author, eco-humanitarian champion and forerunner of a new scientific field, Subliminal Influentiality, has been helping thousands of people and animals suffering or dying from all kinds of health crises for over thirty years. Medical doctors and research scientists have been documenting the extraordinary results of Savage's Subliminal Science in private researches, as well as double-blind clinical trials at the best European and American universities and laboratories.
A Washington Post article of December 24, 2001 reported these results, which are also available on Philip Savage’s www.thulea.com website, along with extensive materials on his extraordinary background and the development and application of his advanced Morphogenic technology, MCC.

The focus of the 2001 Washington Post article, however, was political: Bi-partisan political support for Philip Savage. As staff reporter Hanna Rosin writes, “Rep. Maxine Waters (D-Calif.) and Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.) probably couldn’t agree on what to order for lunch. So it must have come as a surprise to FBI agents to see both names attached to the same cause. But there they were, [along with names like Sen. Sam Brownback, Sen. Don Nickles, Rep. Henry Hyde, Rep. Christopher Smith, etc.] listed as backers of a group of concerned citizens -- a group that was warning, in documents distributed to the FBI and several other government agencies in November, that the United States had just relinquished one of it’s most valuable weapons in the war against terrorism. It was a weapon with varied and highly relevant powers -- to make reluctant witnesses talk, to heal burn victims. Not a bomber or a vaccine but a man, or more like a superman, named Philip Savage.”

In that same Washington Post article, Philip Savage explains, "I wanted to make amazing experiments, just enough to rock the boat of the scientific establishment. Then, when everybody was ready to see me as the messiah or whatever, I would pick randomly 12 children and teach them what I do, just to prove that I am one of many, that everyone has the possibility within them to be a miracle worker. I would create a wave of healing.”
Dr. Lawrence T. Williams
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MEDICAL STATEMENT
Re: Viral Load Testing of HIV Positive Patient, Ewell S. “Buz” Crump

I am a medical doctor in internal medicine practice since 1983 in Montgomery, Alabama, U.S.A. Mr. Buz Crump has been a patient of mine for over twenty years. In 1991, Mr. Crump was diagnosed as HIV positive. I have been his primary physician throughout this period of 13 years even as he pursued other avenues of help available to him.

Since 1993, Buz has been working with the doctors and AIDS research team at the University of Alabama at Birmingham’s U.A.B. Hospital through its Kirklin Clinics/1917 Clinic who have given him the best available care under their supervision. These doctors have prescribed many different courses of medications to deal with Mr. Crump’s health condition; Buz has been and still is taking medications in accordance with the doctors’ instructions.

According to the Lab Flowsheet from the U.A.B. 1917 Clinic documenting Mr. Crump’s lab test history, the viral load test results for HIV “RNA by PCR” and HIV 1 QNTX’ have fluctuated between 7,025 copies and 97,100 copies between April 15, 2002 and October 28, 2003 with an average of approximately 37,000 copies.

Then in the spring and summer of 2004 the lab tests from U.A.B. show a very dramatic decrease in viral load test results to less than <400 copies on July 28, 2004 and then less than <50 copies on August 26, 2004.

To my medical knowledge a decline in viral load may be accounted for by drug intervention.

In Buz Crump’s case, according to University of Alabama medical records, there has been little or no significant variation in Mr. Crump’s medication regimen for the past two and one half years, except his regimen was changed 04/27/04 to continue Combivir/Viread and to introduce Reyataz/Norvir. Furthermore, according to U.A.B. doctors' evaluation and my own medical evaluation, there have been no negative symptoms apparent in Mr. Crump’s overall physical condition during this period of time (April-August 2004). In fact, Mr. Crump appears to be doing and feeling exceptionally well.

To conclude, there is in my understanding no medical explanation (other than drug therapy) to explain why Buz Crump's viral load had such a dramatic decline from an average of 37,000 copies to a test result of less than <50 copies in August 2004.

Dr. Lawrence T. Williams
November 3, 2004
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MEDICAL STATEMENT

I am a medical doctor in an internal medicine practice since 1983 in Montgomery, Alabama, U.S.A. Mr. Buzz Cramp has been a patient of mine for over twenty years. In 1991 Mr. Cramp was diagnosed as HIV positive. I have been his primary physician throughout this period of 15 years even as he pursued other avenues of help available to him.

Since 1993 Mr. Cramp has been working with the doctors and AIDS research team at the University of Alabama at Birmingham’s U.A.B. Hospital through its Kirklin Clinic's 1917 Clinic who have given him the best available care under their supervision. These doctors have prescribed many different courses of medications to deal with Mr. Cramp’s health condition. But has been and still is taking medications in accordance with the doctors' instructions.

According to the Lab Records from the U.A.B. 1917 Clinic documenting Mr. Cramp’s lab test history, the viral load test results for HIV “RNA” by PCR* and “HIV 1 RNA” have fluctuated between 7,025 copies and 97,100 copies between April 15, 2002 and October 28, 2003 with an average of approximately 37,000 copies.

Then in the spring and summer of 2004 the lab tests from U.A.B. show a very dramatic decrease in viral load test results to less than 800 copies on July 28, 2004 and then less than 50 copies on August 26, 2004.

To my medical knowledge a decline in viral load may be accounted for by drug intervention. In Mr. Cramp’s case, according to U.A.B. medical records, there has been little or no significant variation in Mr. Cramp’s medication regimen for the past two and one-half years except his regimen was changed 04/21/04 to continue Combivir/Videx and to introduce Reyataz/Novartis. Furthermore, according to U.A.B. doctors’ evaluation and my own medical evaluation, there have been no significant symptoms apparent in Mr. Cramp’s overall physical condition during this period of time (April-August 2004). In fact, Mr. Cramp appears to be doing and feeling exceptionally well.

To conclude, there is in my understanding no medical explanation (other than drug therapy) to explain why Buzz Cramp’s viral load had such a dramatic decline from an average of 37,000 copies to a test result of less than 800 copies in August 2004.

Dr. Lawrence T. Williams, M.D.
November 3, 2004